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Information Design and Visualization

Skye Morit
Oceanography
human-nature interaction
Chris Myers, Chair
Department of Graphic Design, University of the Arts

Dietmar Offenhuber, Program Coordinator
Assistant Professor – Information Design
visual tools for urban systems
Paul Pangaro, CEO
General Cybernetics
Claudia Pizar
Light Designer and Artist
Jason Pearson, Principal
TVTstudio
Lia Petronio
Design
human-technology relationships
Christopher Pullman, Former VP Design WGBH
Senior Critic, Yale University

Mahima Prakash
Communication Design
information cultures
Alessandra Renzi
Assistant Professor – Emergent Media
data and activism
Brian Roderburgh, Founding Chairman
Earthwatch Institute
Andreas Reifer, Deputy Consul
Switzerland
Musée Safdie
Architect
Katja Schlechtner
Asian Development Bank/MIT Media Lab
Ben Schmidt
MITLab for Texts, Maps and Networks
Mark Schindler, Principal
Visual I/0
Jeffrey T. Schnapp, Director
Metabl@Harvard University
Douglass Scott
Senior Lecturer – Graphic Design
narratives and history of design
Tom Scott, Co-founder
Hanschetk Nectar
Susanne Seltinger
Philip Color Kinetics
Thomas Starr
Professor – Graphic Design
cine and societal issues
James Stone
Design Researcher in Residence
information made physical
Liangchuan Sun
Motion Graphics
information design
Gloria Satan
Assistant Professor – Visual Studies
network-based models of communication
Thibaud Tissot, Artist

Ashley Trexi
Graphic Design
design strategy
Ellemore Turpin, Petalakarta.org
University of Wollongong, Australia

Floor van de Velde, Artist
MIT Arts, Culture & Technology
Fernanda Viegas, Visualization Research Group
Google
Thomas Urteil
Cognition
Knowledge systems
Débora Varonosets
Cognitive Science
semiotics
Jim Wang
Communications
graphical design
Martin Waltenberg, Visualization Research Group
Google
Brian Wee, Chief of External Affairs
NEUW
Franz Werner, Professor
Rhode Island School of Design

Anne West, Senior Lecturer
Rhode Island School of Design

Franz Werner, Professor
Rhode Island School of Design

Bing Wong, Creative Director
Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard
Andy Woodruff
Avis Maps

“Understanding precedes action.”
— Richard Saul Wurman
Distinguished Professor of the Practice – Information Design
architecture of understanding
Tangdong Ye
Human-computer interaction
user interface design
Juan Zhang
Visual Communication and Package Design
design education
Sizi Zhu
Lecturer – Information Design
real-time visualization for the web
Miriam Zisook
Personal Health Informatics
data visualization
Ethan Zuckerman, Director
NULab for Texts, Maps and Networks

Ethan Zuckerman, Director
Data Visualization
Personal Health Informatics

Miriam Zisook
Personal Health Informatics
data visualization
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